In materials science, the investigation of a large and complex experimental space is time-consuming and thus may induce bias to exclude potential solutions where little to no knowledge is available. This work presents the development of a highly hydrophobic material from an amphiphilic polymer through a novel, adaptive artificial intelligence approach. The hydrophobicity arises from the random packing of short polymer fibers into paper, a highly entropic, multistep process. Using Bayesian optimization, the algorithm is able to efficiently navigate the parameter space without bias, including areas which a human experimenter would not address. This resulted in additional knowledge gain, which can then be applied to the fabrication process, resulting in a highly hydrophobic material (static water contact angle 135°) from an amphiphilic polymer (contact angle of 90°) through a simple and scalable filtration-based method. This presents a potential pathway for surface modification using the short polymer fibers to create fluorine-free hydrophobic surfaces on a larger scale.
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between superhydrophobicity and the surface structure has been widely studied, using natural examples of superhydrophobic materials as well as designed surfaces with surface features of controlled size and distribution. Superhydrophobicity is generally defined as a surface having a static water contact angle (WCA) of 150°or greater. 1 Superhydrophobic surfaces have been reported in the literature using many hydrophobic polymers, with WCA tuned through micro and nanostructure. 2−4 Many models that study the effect of surface roughness on the contact angle are available. Typically, a combination of the Wenzel 5 (a fully wetted surface) and Cassie−Baxter 6 models is used (a partially wetted surface).
To a lesser extent, there have also been reports of superhydrophobic surfaces prepared excluding fluorinated compounds and using amphiphilic polymers. Extraordinary control of feature size is typically required to obtain high WCA. Feng et al. 7 created a superhydrophobic surface of aligned poly(vinyl alcohol) nanofibers through a templatebased extrusion method, while Dong et al. 8 used electrospinning and evaporation-induced self-assembly to fabricate superhydrophobic zein surfaces. Common techniques to obtain structured hydrophobic surfaces such as lithography or templating enable manufacturing of highly ordered, homogeneous structures with predefined distinct morphology and characteristic dimensions (size and spacing of features). The approaches above can result in very high contact angles, enabled by a high degree of morphological control, but present a challenge from scale-up and practical application perspectives.
In contrast, surfaces formed through random packing of materials, such as papers, do not enable the same level of morphological and ordering control. The characteristic dimensions of the "surface morphology features" responsible for the roughness are determined by local packing and ordering, which are in turn determined by processing conditions and the size of the starting particles (fibers, in the case of papers). With low control over the size and spacing of features, maximizing WCA of such surfaces is difficult, and fluorination surface modification is often used, 9−11 although it is undesirable industrially because of adverse environmental effects. Manufacture of highly hydrophobic papers without the use of fluorine is a complex task but holds a high potential value.
In this study, we apply artificial intelligence approaches to guide our experiments with the aim of creating a highly hydrophobic surface solely through the randomized packing of one-dimensional amphiphilic materials of varied sizes and roughness. This work demonstrates that highly entropic systems can be optimized by combining the power of machine learning and the depth of the experimenter's scientific understanding.
We have developed a flow system capable of producing short polymer fibers in a dispersion 12−14 (Scheme 1). Such dispersions can be used to produce paper using vacuum filtration. Since the WCA is strongly related to the surface structure, the initial hypothesis in this work was that the size and distribution of short fibers, and hence their packing, can be taken as a proxy to produce the surface roughness required to achieve hydrophobicity.
In essence, the size distribution and polydispersity of the fiber length and diameter, as well as their inherent roughness, would have an effect on the type of surface obtained and thus would have a correlation with the surface's apparent water contact angle. Following established principles, we used a porogen (oil) in the process, to create additional surface roughness in each fiber. This is expected to further increase hydrophobicity through secondary roughness. In contrast with structure-controlled methods, such as lithography, the distribution, and combination of fiber properties required to maximize the contact angle is unknown.
We chose this approach as an ideal candidate for artificial intelligence optimization, 15−17 as it relies on fiber manufacturing, and on the random combination and arrangements of the fibers in paper fabrication to create the surface structures, and as such poses a complexity that makes experimental optimization extremely challenging (Scheme 2). This complexity and "ideal structure unpredictability" is also compounded by the two-step nature of the process we propose. Although the formation of the fibers is controlled by the fabrication parameters, known to some degree through previous work, the hydrophobicity of the assembled paper is dependent on surface features that are governed by complex factors including the way these fibers settle, pack, and ultimately come together. Correlating fiber production conditions with WCA of the assembled paper samples has not been done before.
In such a complex, interrelated system, a human-designed optimization process for the fiber production generally starts with making hypotheses as to "an ideal structure". Targeted experiments would be performed to test the hypotheses and sequentially optimize and lock single parameters in an increasingly narrow experimental space ( Figure 1 ).
This poses a limitation in that the parameters are optimized with respect to a previous set of parameters and thus the optimization itself occurs in a linear branching pattern where most of the parameter space is not investigated. This is not a suitable approach for highly unpredictable systems, as a sequential selection of conditions may lead to areas of the parameter space that do not contain experimental optima.
In an ideal world, every possible combination of parameters would be explored in a factorial design or a response surface approach. These techniques are not typically adaptive, resulting in experimental overheads and noninformative experiments. To adapt, the parameter space set by the experimenter is often significantly narrowed according to various assumptions and predictions based on the knowledge available. This in turn creates a situation where, faced with a system with many unknowns, the experimenter needs to predict results based on very limited knowledge and thus may decide to focus on the areas of the parameter space with the greatest certainty, leaving significant portions of the parameter space unexplored.
Unlike human experimenters, machine learning algorithms practically do not have a limitation on the number of parameters they can simultaneously vary and thus can efficiently explore a very large parameter space, to optimize a process or a material. In "Big data" approaches, software is trained on a particular task using a large set of data. In contrast, optimization algorithms that work on a "lean data" basis allow the experimenter to start with a small amount of data, and the software to sequentially learn through multiple iterations of experiments. With the help of an algorithm, the experimenter can explore a much more complex system, using a mathematically proven optimization concept to minimize the time required to achieve the optimal result. This minimizes experimental costs and maximizes the opportunities to explore a complex space.
This type of algorithm is advantageous for such a complex, highly entropic space as the one investigated here, in which prior knowledge is of limited use in predicting the outcome. This approach allows mathematically proven valid exploration of conditions that a human experimenter may not have otherwise investigated (due to high risk). The greater associated risk/benefits efficiency compared to random experiments lead to a greater knowledge gain from the experiments than what would be obtained from a traditional experimental design.
We propose in this work that combining higher-level human learning and machine learning algorithms provides a powerful platform for high-risk optimization of complex and unexplored parameter space.
This work demonstrates how high-entropy experiments can be optimized with the aid of machine learning algorithms, providing new materials with extraordinary properties, which would have otherwise not been attainable.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Hypothesis Development and Testing. We have previously reported the rapid optimization of the basic poly(ethylene-co-acrylic acid) (PEAA) short fiber production process using a Bayesian algorithm. 17 The process is robust and scalable, such that short polymer fibers have established commercial applications.
In previous work, we optimized the process above toward specific fiber length and diameter values. This knowledge will be used to support the algorithms in this work, although the system here optimized has the extra complexity of a porogen being added to the spinning polymer dope.
The integration of algorithm-supported optimization with human input is an emerging area. Examples include selfcleaning surfaces produced through the control of the surface structure by reactive ion etching, followed by chemical vapor deposition. 18 Human input helped to restrict and direct the parameter space in each iteration. Although the interplay between parameters was unknown, the surface structures were well-defined, uniform, and could be controlled in both steps.
In comparison, this study introduces multiple layers of complexity: one additional processing step (porogen emulsification) and additional processing parameters, the effects of which are unknown, and an element of randomness in terms of fiber packing during a subsequent processing step (Scheme 3).
Bayesian algorithms are able to take into account prior knowledge. This is advantageous where prior experience might help optimize one part of the experiment. As such, in this work, there are fiber production parameters (polymer flow, coagulant flow, constriction angle, and distance to constriction) where the effects are known from prior work. This prior knowledge has been made available to the algorithm, to improve control over fiber synthesis. However, the additional parameters used in this work, such as the optional emulsification of porogen (oil), and the way the fibers will pack into a surface during paper fabrication, are very difficult to predict and no prior knowledge is available that can be coded into the algorithm.
To begin with, we started with a subset of a sample based on a previously optimized PEAA paper control sample 17 (without porogen). This sample has a contact angle of 126°, which is significantly higher than what was measured for a cast PEAA film (90°). This shows the effectiveness of the paper morphology in increasing the hydrophobicity of the material surface. Further experiments were conducted using the same flow conditions but varying oil contents and emulsification shear. The resulting fibers ( Figure 2 ) were then analyzed with regard to their size distribution and made into paper to measure the contact angle.
Looking at the correlation between parameters (Figure 3 ), it can be seen that a clear trend is absent, as expected in such a small sample size. At this point, a human experimenter would likely target parameters close to the highest observed contact angle that was obtained, and localize the search area around those particular values to quickly reach a maximal outcome.
In contrast, the algorithm developed in this work treats the system as a "black box", 16 enabling search of a large space with mathematically demonstrated precision and efficiency. Another important distinction is that the machine learning algorithm, which is adaptive, will recalculate a model at every iteration, considering all data points collected, whereas a human experimenter with a randomized experiment set will generally treat certain points as outliers.
The algorithm balances exploration of the space and exploitation of the data. Although this may appear to delay the discovery of high WCA, the probability to find maxima far from the initial best is increased as the algorithm guides the human experimenter in areas they otherwise would not tackle. This key feature might enable the discovery of novel phenomena and will increase the ability of the experimenter to develop novel materials with extraordinary functionality.
2.2. Software Optimization. Conventional machine learning methods generally require a large amount of training data, 19 however, this approach cannot be applied to experiments where limited data is available. As such, the technique of Bayesian optimization 20 (BO) was used to search for the optimal fiber production parameters to explore the various possibilities in the most efficient way possible. Bayesian optimization has been demonstrated as a sample-efficient tool in various applications 18, 21, 22 and has significant potential in improving the cost efficiency of materials development.
A Gaussian process model provides a probabilistic model of a function, to predict function values at unobserved locations of the input space, using the current observation set and a covariance model between the function values. The prediction takes the form of a Gaussian-distributed random variable for each location, expressing both the belief and the epistemic uncertainty about the belief. Because of the induced covariances, proximity to several already observed locations would make the prediction more accurate and more certain at the same time, whereas it would be opposite for far off locations of the input space, making the predictive distribution very spatial. From this, it may be tempting to perform the next experiment at a location where the predictive mean value is at the optimum, i.e., at the location of the current-highest result obtained. However, such a strategy that only exploits the current knowledge tends to remain focused around a local optimum, and risks sacrificing the opportunity to achieve a global optimum.
Bayesian optimization combines both the exploitative and the explorative behavior in an optimal strategy that provides the fastest convergence rate among all of the global optimization methods. Expected improvement (EI) is such a strategy. 23 In the Bayesian optimization literature, such strategies are also known as "acquisition functions". The global optimizer of the acquisition function is used as the next experimental location. Figure 4 depicts the Bayesian algorithm in action at three different iterations. For this simple function, convergence occurred within the first 9 iterations.
The standard Bayesian optimization algorithm is originally constructed to recommend only one experiment per iteration. To maximize efficiency, a batch Bayesian optimization algorithm is created, as a modification of the original. This algorithm recommends multiple experiments per iteration, where the first one is still the same as that of the standard Bayesian optimization. The subsequent suggestions are obtained by temporarily inserting the previous batch elements as known experiments with their function values being substituted by the model predicted values. The first member of the batch was chosen as a reference because it is the most promising recommendation, as other batch members are sequentially obtained using fictitious function values of the prior batch members. To achieve this, the acquisition functions for the secondary batch members are optimized within the restricted input space with the fixed values for those input variables. In this study, the batch was set to have fixed properties along the production parameters that are more difficult to change (geometry-related parameters), to maximize time efficiency.
Compared to random search and grid search that do not take the information from previous experiments into account, Bayesian optimization keeps track of past evaluation results and uses them to build up a probabilistic model mapping experimental inputs to outputs. As more data becomes available, the reasoning becomes more accurate since the model is updated with the new data.
2.3. Material Optimization and Building Knowledge in the Parameter Space. With each iteration, the algorithm was able to explore the parameter space, including in distant areas of the space, which a human experimenter would typically not explore because of the high risk of failure (Supporting Information 1). The algorithm suggests experimental conditions that the experimenter would act upon. Multiple suggestions (batch optimization) were provided to the experimenter to reduce the "cost of setup" of the experiment. Because of this, the batch optimization process was performed with a single sample produced for every suggestion to maximize time efficiency, and the algorithm was relied on to take into account any potential "noise" and outliers. Once sufficient knowledge is gained from the system, the experimenter then duplicated selected samples, chosen as those that showed the highest potential to provide greater insight.
In the batch optimization process, when looking at the spread of values obtained with each iteration (Figure 5 ), there was a narrowing trend, with the minimum WCA values becoming higher overall with each iteration and the maximal WCA values remaining quite stable, although slightly increasing. This is consistent with the algorithm's having found a plateau where higher contact angle values are aggregated. From the spread of the contact angle results, it is evident that by iteration 5 the spread of the obtained WCA values had narrowed significantly, resulting in a batch with a very high overall contact angle in iteration 7. This shows the result of the algorithm's learning, in that it was able to achieve what appears to be a maximum in 7 iterations. Figure 6 shows the length and diameter distribution of two optima, which were produced in duplicates after the batch 
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Article optimization. The maximum identified by the software is reached through packing fibers which are very different from the highest value in the initial, human-optimized, set. Comparing the fiber size distribution between the highest result obtained by the software (WCA = 132°) and that from the initial sequential set (WCA = 130°, Supporting Information 1), the software appears to have achieved high WCA through the packing of short fibers with large thickness variation. In contrast, the initial optimum was reached with longer fibers, with additional surface roughness due to the porogen. Indeed, the highest value in the initial set was obtained from the sample that had the lowest amount of porogen added to it, which implies that the original control sample was already close to the initially reached optimum.
The algorithm in this work takes into account the average fiber diameter and length, due to a need to represent fiber properties using the first-order statistical moments, as is necessary to incorporate prior knowledge. The use of values, such as the median or mean, can result in a significant loss of information in terms of the morphology of the fibers (and consequently how they pack on the surface of the paper). Two samples with very similar median fiber values can show very different distributions, as seen in Figure 7 . To take this complexity into account during the optimization, we have adaptively added second-order statistics such as standard derivation and skewness in the software's target objectives. Although the broad effects of the distribution are taken into account, optimization still relies on reducing complex morphology information into numbers.
From these results, it became apparent that there is a need to look at the underlying factors affecting WCA, such as the morphology of the paper produced with these different fibers, as shown in Figure 8 (additional images in Supporting Information 2). Looking at the surface structure of these papers, it becomes clear that more open, rougher structures are correlated with higher WCA values, whereas the samples with a lower WCA show a much denser surface structure. Low WCA samples also show a lower occurrence of debris and other surface features. Bimodal distributions instead resulted in a denser packing of fibers and a surface that is significantly less open, also with a lower WCA.
When looking at samples with different WCA values, it became apparent that no single value, such as the median or mean, would be sufficient to correlate with the contact angle.
When it comes to the software-assisted optimization process, the only output that is measured on the paper itself is the contact angle, and as such other paper properties are secondary and not considered. Unlike a human experimenter, the software optimizes without the need to understand the process behind how such a result is obtained, and this function is hidden inside the black box function which is difficult for the experimenter to gain insight into.
To gain a better understanding of the nature of the surface and to see if parameters other than WCA would be more suitable for optimization, some of the paper samples were analyzed for roughness, as measured through an optical profilometer, to identify possible correlation with WCA. As can be seen from Figure 9 , a certain value of average roughness provides high WCA, with the lowest value of roughness giving lower WCA values, and very high roughness also giving WCA values that are quite high, but remain lower than those of samples with intermediate roughness values. Countering this trend, a sample with low WCA in the same roughness range can also be observed in the set. This indicates that, although there may be a relationship between the roughness value and WCA, it is also likely that the roughness value does not sufficiently take into account roughness at different length scales, and thus is insufficient to represent the complexity behind the various factors that determine the contact angle of the surface. Roughness values were therefore not used to inform the optimization.
It is possible that using various additional input parameters in addition to fiber size would improve the efficacy of the Figure 10 ).
Article DOI: 10.1021/acsomega.9b01978 ACS Omega 2019, 4, 15912−15922 algorithm, however, this would not be cost-effective and would result in significantly less data being produced.
An emerging trend to maximize efficiency and minimize cost is to have human input guide AI algorithms, 18 as a human would be able to derive more information from certain types of results, such as visual information, based on fundamental prior knowledge. This approach has been followed in this work.
The high data complexity of this work makes it difficult to theoretically predict the WCA that would be obtained for a certain fiber size distribution. Many previous studies 2−4,24 have derived WCA values based on feature size using models derived from the Cassie−Baxter and the Wenzel models, generally using surfaces with a regular pattern and distinct feature size. The Wenzel model assumes full wetting of the surface, whereas the Cassie−Baxter model assumes incomplete wetting and introduces additional variables to account for the proportion of the surface wetted by water. However, both assume regularity in surface features and thus is difficult to translate to a highly entropic system, such as the one here described, where the feature size cannot be easily defined in a single parameter.
As the intrinsic contact angle of PEAA tends toward hydrophobic, the Cassie−Baxter model for apparent WCA of porous surfaces 6 was used to calculate the theoretical WCA of the paper samples. Using fiber thickness as the feature size and the standard deviation as the basis for the spacing in between features, it was assumed that the variance of the thicker fibers will be acting as the dominant spacer and thus would be a suitable proxy for the model. Fiber length was not included in this calculation, as its influence on the feature size is difficult to ascertain and is beyond the scope of this work. This idealized calculation has limitations, in that it does not take into account the high complexity of the fiber size distribution, but it serves to highlight the difficulty in distilling complex distribution information into a usable variable for use in calculations.
As can be seen from Figure 10 , the theoretical approach is quite good at predicting the values of samples close to the median contact angle of the samples, and overall the values of diameter produce a similar WCA spread. However, the measured and calculated values of individual points differed significantly. Similar issues arise when other variables were used as the value of the spacing between the fibers, indicating that the calculated values are not able to appropriately account for the variations that effectively determine the highest and lowest WCA values, as the equation used here necessar-ily assumes a uniform distribution of features. Modeling a complex structure with various feature size will be much more complex, and this is where a practical, optimization guided approach may have an advantage as the result is guided by experimental data and human intuition, and thus may be able to better encompass the complexity of such a system.
As previously outlined, the algorithm was designed to search for the ideal fiber size, and then infer the parameters required to achieve this fiber size. However, the data obtained thus far indicates that rather than an ideal fiber size, the correct hypothesis would be to have an ideal "distribution" and "shape", both of which are not as easily incorporated into numerical values. Since the whole process is treated as a black box, the model that the software develops and uses is hidden in the algorithm, 15 and not easily adapted to "learn" additional information without restarting the process. As such, the algorithm cannot utilize unquantified information such as the fiber shape, bend, pore shape, density of pores in fibers, and other variations of fiber morphology. For example, different shapes and the presence of spheres and debris definitely affect fiber packing, resulting in different WCA values, but are hard to capture. This results in a loss of information in distilling the complexity of the fibers' morphology into numbers that can be used in the algorithm and thus the software would be unable to see more complex, abstract definitions such as shape variations. Other studies using Bayesian optimization 25−27 were generally aimed at optimizing well-defined systems, and as such may not have encountered this issue of an evolving hypothesis.
In hindsight, using a two-step optimization process where the software takes an intermediate step instead of a single 
Article DOI: 10.1021/acsomega.9b01978 ACS Omega 2019, 4, 15912−15922 optimization process, in which all of the parameters are correlated directly with the contact angle may have resulted in a loss of information in the middle step. Looking at the parameters directly in Figure 11 , it can be seen that only some parameters show a clear trend. This highlights the challenge and the pitfalls in software-assisted optimization, in that initial assumptions need to be sufficiently robust or it may result in a sub-optimal process. Nevertheless, despite this limitation, the software did manage to achieve what can be deemed as an optimum within this large parameter space in 7 iterations, which underlines the value of its assistance in exploring complex systems where knowledge is limited.
2.4. Applying the Obtained Knowledge to Maximize Hydrophobicity. This exploration of the parameter space has given several important insights into physical phenomena linked to WCA. First, variation in both shape and size of surface features seems to drive greater roughness and higher WCA. High variance in length or thickness, or in both, led to higher hydrophobicity. Second, it was discovered that, unlike the original hypothesis, the roughness of the fibers themselves did not seem to be a significant driver behind hydrophobicity. To further understand the factors that drive the hydrophobicity of the material, selected key samples were duplicated to confirm the findings and were looked at in more detail. Figure 12 shows the fiber size distribution of some of these samples. First, two samples with a very different distribution, both of which displayed a relatively high contact angle. The large variance in length and thickness distribution was observed in both samples. This implies that size variance is an important lever by which WCA may be maximized. Furthermore, a comparison of the samples with the highest WCA to the samples with the lowest WCA. In terms of thickness, a large variance appears to be beneficial, but only if there were fibers within that distribution that had relatively small diameters (below ca. 2 μm). In contrast, the length distribution did not seem to show large differences between the highest and lowest contact angle samples.
Fiber roughness was not observed to affect the WCA much, and appears to invalidate parts of our initial hypothesis that fiber roughness due to porogen will be an important factor. This is consistent with lower shear values for the porogen emulsification resulting in better WCA than using higher shear values. This is likely because using mid shear values resulted in the formation of both large and small oil droplets. These, in turn, maximized the variance in both fiber size and length, by disturbing the fiber formation mechanism. The larger droplets may result in irregular filament breakage, bulges, and spherical particles, while smaller oil droplets may introduce roughness and further weak points along which the fiber could break unevenly.
To test the hypothesis that mid-range values for shear could lead to higher WCA, we tried a small set of samples where the points were chosen to give the maximum possible variation in size and shape, using a set of parameters that was chosen based on the trend observed in Figure 11 , as well as basing our assumptions on the more complete understanding of the surface roughness of the paper samples developed through the algorithm.
Three samples were prepared (in duplicates) with this approach, using only conditions that are available to the algorithm. One sample showed a value of 135°for WCA, which is a 3°increase over the previous highest value obtained from the algorithm. There is also an overall 45°increase from the contact angle of a cast PEAA film, and although it is not as high as those obtained by methods such as templating or lithography, it was achieved using a simple, scalable approach of random organization of fibers into a paper. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the fiber distributions in this sample (sample 8−10, WCA 135°), in comparison with the previous best obtained (sample 8−5, WCA 132°). As can be seen from the plot, the distribution of the two is very similar, however, the sample with the higher contact angle shows a larger tail in both length and thickness, consistent with greater variance in fiber size. This strongly supports our modified hypothesis that greater variance resulted in higher contact angles, and it is likely due to the increased roughness afforded by a combination of thicker and thinner fibers, and having longer, larger fibers provide the spacing for the macroscopic roughness, while the smaller, thinner fibers and debris provided the microscopic roughness.
Given sufficient time and iterations, it is likely that the software may reach similar or higher WCA results. However, to achieve even higher WCA, it is likely that the parameter space needs to be altered and the input parameters modified to better reflect the newly obtained knowledge. Indeed, it has become apparent in this study that the use of machine learning algorithms is a powerful tool in exploring such a huge parameter space, but its very nature imposes a limitation in a small-data environment. This limitation is imposed on it by its very design in that it assumes the original hypothesis is correct. Unlike a human experimenter, an algorithm is unable to easily adjust these assumptions to accommodate new knowledge as this becomes available. Furthermore, this exercise has also shown that reducing the complexity of morphology into numbers was insufficient to capture all of the relevant information, and so the challenge remains in terms of the human−software interface in how to capture the information, including those that a human can subconsciously process and translate it into usable input values.
Nevertheless, the error in our initial hypothesis and the development of the new hypothesis also shows the value of this software-assisted approach, without which many of the points that have provided the insights that led to the development of the second hypothesis would have been left unexplored. As previously discussed, without the software to guide the experimenter through a large space, the experimental process would likely progress in a sequential manner, where one parameter is optimized independently of other parameters. This would result in a bias, which drives the experimenter toward a particular outcome, minimizing scrutiny on less favorable outcomes in the name of efficiency.
The use of a machine learning algorithm then presents itself as a powerful tool to remove this bias, without resorting to the inefficiency of random experiments, as the software would pursue outcomes based on the relationship between the points, while the experimenter can act as an observer to maximize the knowledge gain from the study. The algorithm also serves to give the experimenter confidence that unlike random experiments, the time cost of each iteration would be minimized as the software simply considers good and bad results as data, and can correlate points regardless of their position in the experimental space. In contrast, a human experimenter performing random sampling would likely be unsure of correlations in the data obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the fabrication of a highly entropic and highly hydrophobic material from an amphiphilic polymer through a software-assisted morphology optimization. This approach made short fiber dispersion of poly(ethylene-coacrylic acid), a polymer with a native contact angle of 90°( when cast as a film), which can be made into a paper-type surface through a simple and scalable filtration-based method. Although not considered superhydrophobic, the PEAA paper shows a very high contact angle of 135°, a 45°increase compared to the base polymer. This approach presents a potential pathway of surface modification using the short polymer fibers to create a fluorine-free hydrophobic surface on a larger scale.
The use of a machine learning algorithm allows the efficient exploration of a much larger parameter space, which allows experimenters to obtain additional information and knowledge about the system, but it was also limited by the initial assumptions put to it in its design.
Despite these limitations, it remains a powerful tool for experimental design as it enables the experimenter to efficiently explore a large parameter space that would be too timeconsuming to do by a randomized selection. It also gives the experimenter additional confidence in exploring systems with little prior knowledge. This would allow researchers to obtain a more complete understanding of the system at a greater time efficiency. However, care must be taken in the experimental design to minimize the loss of information in the process, and in some cases, it may be better for a software-assisted approach to run without any assumptions imposed on it and optimize the results solely based on input parameters.
Further improvement in the use of such machine learning algorithms will likely come from a co-learning or a higher learning approach, where the software can incorporate new knowledge as this is obtained, as well as a more sophisticated input system, which may overcome the problem of how to distill complex factors into numbers that the algorithm can use. This highlights one of the main challenges in machine learning, in how to have a system flexible enough to learn and adapt as new knowledge and information becomes available.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials and Short Polymer Fiber Synthesis.
Poly(ethylene-co-acrylic acid) pellets (Primacor 5990I DOW) were added to an aqueous solution of deionized water and ammonium hydroxide under reflux at 110°C to prepare a 16.5% w/v dispersion (polymer dope). This polymer dope was loaded into a syringe, placed on a syringe pump (Legato 270), 
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Article which injected the polymer dope into a fluidic device in front of a constricted channel with variable injection positions (d = 0, 15, or 30 mm) and constriction angle (α = 10 or 25°), giving a total of 6 different configurations. The coagulant liquid used was 1-butanol (>99%, Chem Supply), maintained at a temperature of 4−10°C and driven by a lobe pump (Unibloc LABTOP 200). For all experiments, 10 mL of PEAA dispersion was injected into 400 mL of 1-butanol at a fixed polymer and coagulant flow rate. The coagulant was constantly recirculated until the full volume of the polymer was injected, and the resulting short fiber dispersion was then collected.
The PEAA paper samples were prepared by concentrating the short fiber dispersion using an Amicon filtration system, where the volume of the dispersion was reduced from 400 mL to around 100 mL. The concentrated dispersion was then poured into ethanol (400 mL) and left overnight to stabilize the PEAA short fibers. The dispersion was filtered through an Amicon filtration system under pressure (2 bar) until most of the solvent was removed, and the resulting paper was removed from the filter and dried in ambient conditions on a glass Petri dish. For the optimization process, a single sample is made, however, key samples were later duplicated using the same production parameters for further analysis and comparison 4.2. Algorithm. The overall algorithm in this experiment has four main steps (Scheme 2) and begins after a few humanselected experimental data became available. Step 1 models the unknown function f that relates the fiber properties (z) to the contact angle (y) using a Gaussian process, 28 and then using the standard form of the Bayesian optimization, a set of target fiber properties z t T that can potentially result in the highest contact angle is recommended. Step 2 models the unknown function g that relates the production parameter (x) to the fiber properties (z) using another Gaussian process, and then using batch Bayesian optimization, 29 a batch of production parameters {x t b } b=1 B is recommended. In step 3, the experiments are performed and the corresponding fiber properties z t are measured, including the contact angle y t . In step 4, the algorithm terminates if any one of the B experiments achieves a sufficiently high contact angle, otherwise the new data is added into the previous ones and steps 1−4 are repeated.
The following sections outline the specific details with respect to the set-up outlined above:
Step 
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